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Imagine your house here.



Visually, divide your house into
(1) group of four, &
(4) misc sections

My group of four is shown in orange.  This group is going to get
3 colors of lights per section for a total of twelve. 

My four misc sections are shown in purple.  They are only getting
a single color of lights for a total of four.



Plan your wiring

Place your controller in a consealed location near an outlet.
Then, plan your wiring to each section.  This will tell you
where you want your male connector for each section and roughly
how long each extension cord from the controller to each section
will be. So, you need (3) extensions from the controller to every
orange section and only (1) extension to every purple section.



Hang your lights according to your groups

Hang your lights for each group.  In the first group, hang three 
colors, each on its own circuit.  Each different color from each sec-
tion will plug into an extension that goes back to the controller.  See 
the ‘Channel Map’ on the second to last page to see our recommended 
map.  The Misc group is sometimes used for yard displays or other misc. 
accessories.  Stars and blowmolds would be great for misc. channels!



Connect your Lights to the controller

Create your extension cords and plug in your lights according to the 
chart on the following page.  



Channel map

- Ch 1 - Group A Red
- Ch 2 - Group B Red
- Ch 3 - Group C Red
- Ch 4 - Group D Red
- Ch 5 - Group A Green
- Ch 6 - Group B Green
- Ch 7 - Group C Green
- Ch 8 - Group D Green
- Ch 9 - Group A White
- Ch 10 - Group B White
- Ch 11 - Group C White
- Ch 12 - Group D White
- Ch 13 - Misc 1
- Ch 14 - Misc 2
- Ch 15 - Misc 3
- Ch 16 - Misc 4

“Ch” stands for channel and corresponds to one of the sixteen plugs
that come out of the light controller.  

This channel map is only a recommended map!  Who cares, have fun with it!!
You can’t mess it up :)



Warnings:
- Never open the lid of the controller with the power on!!  Ever.
- Always take precaution when wiring electrical circuits and
  never wire a circuit with the power on.
- Use good judgement and never wire in a way that violates
  codes, locally or federally.
- Use a GFCI outlet for outdoor lighting.  If your wiring isn’t
  water tight, the GFCI outlet may engage.  If this happens
  let the display dry before resetting the GFCI.  Don’t continue
  to manually reset the GFCI, it is just doing its job and
  protecting you.    

Troubleshooting:
- If display flickers, confirm your outlet power with an outlet
  checker.  Or confirm no motors are sharing the same circuit
  breaker. That includes INFLATABLES... 
- If display goes dark, carefully observe if channel indicators
  continue to dance to the music.  If so, remove power and 
  replace 15A fuse.
- If Play light on, but no show - do you have a scheduled show?
  if so, make sure it is programmed to turn on at this time.
- For other support, please contact support@joltlighting.com.


